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Clouds Feed Your Imagination
… And Water the Planet
Almost every day there is art in the sky, with clouds silently moving
across a blue background, making pictures. Have you ever watched
the clouds and thought about what they looked like? If you have not
tried this, pick a day when it is not too hot and lay down on the
ground and watch the clouds.
Here is a little of what that can be like, from an unpublished story of
mine:
Framed by prairie grass standing three or four feet tall, the
sky was like a pale blue sea with white clouds floating in it.
Looking up from where he lay on the ground, Elliott
watched a big cumulus cloud drift by, seeing how its edges
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Clouds Feed Your Imagination … And Water the Planet (continued)
slowly stretched and shifted.
“It looks like cauliflower!” Elliott observed.
“Looks like a great big white cow pie,” Zachary
answered, and both boys laughed.
They were lying in the Indiangrass and Little
Bluestem on a gently sloping spot in the preserve, far from the burned area. It was a July
morning before the midday heat had a chance to
bake the ground.
“That one’s pulling apart. Look at how the tail
end of it is moving away,” Zachary commented.
Clouds continued to move across their patch of
sky, appearing above the pale bluish-green
grass high on the left and drifting across to the
tall grass on the lower right. Something about
the slow, steady movement, together with the
little shifts in the clouds’ shape, was calming and
almost hypnotic.
“Look – that one looks like a dragon. See how
that one area looks like his head, with horns
coming out of it?” Elliott could take the cloud
shapes and imagine all kinds of animals, most of
them big and dramatic, like dinosaurs.

Sometimes laying there in the grass and watching the
clouds makes the day seem just about perfect, so that
people may remember that day, or days like it, for a long
time. And even though it is mid-summer in Texas, you
may be able to watch clouds early in the morning while it
is still cool.
What makes a cloud a cloud? Why do they look solid
even though airplanes can fly through them? And how do
they seem to appear out of nothing on sunny days?
Here’s how it works: The sun warms the water in lakes and
ponds and even the morning dew that forms on the grass,
and the water vapor rises and cools into the droplets in
clouds. Those clouds sail on the winds and grow bigger,
bringing rain. And so the clouds are part of that great engine of life, carrying the water that sustains a green, living
planet.
The white and blue “sky pictures” become more dramatic
at sunset, with the gradual appearance of gold, orange,
and red. The slanting sunlight and clouds can produce
beautiful shifting colors. And then the light moves somewhere else and the clouds are left as gray streaks of water
vapor, able to transform sunlight but having no light of
their own.
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Meet Your Neighbors:

Plains Hog-Nosed Snake
A harmless snake with an upturned nose—sometimes called the Western Hog-nosed Snake

What are they?

What is their behavior like?

This chunky little snake doesn’t hurt people—it doesn’t even

When frightened, hog-nosed snakes flatten their

bite them. Hog-nosed snakes do have two bigger teeth at

necks to look bigger and may hiss and seem to

the back of their mouths, and when catch something to eat, a

strike, but do not really bite. If that fails, they roll over

sort of mild toxin is released around those teeth. These

onto their backs to play dead.

snakes are sandy colored with brown spots, and their bellies
are mostly a very deep black with scattered areas of yellowish or orange. There are two other hog-nosed snakes that all
used to be called “Western” Hog-Nosed Snakes. One lives in

How do they reproduce?
Hog-nosed snakes lay eggs that hatch within a couple of months.

the Big Bend region and in south Texas, while another is
sometimes found in sandy, more open parts of east Texas.
Where are they found?
The Plains Hog-nosed Snake is found in west Texas and up
through the Plains states to Canada. They like prairies, especially where there is sandy soil.
What do they eat?
These snakes mostly eat frogs and toads, but will also take
lizards and mice. They can sniff out the animals that they eat
and burrow down into loose soil to find them.

A book about field
herping in Texas,
with stories of travels
to the Big Bend, Rio
Grande Valley, Big
Thicket, and other
places, Available at
Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, and at
bookstores. (Texas
A&M University
Press, 2018)
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Your Turn!
I would love to hear from you. As a matter of fact—
particularly moms and dads or other adults—I need to
hear from you. The Treefrog Times is for younger readers,
but there are some articles that may be a good fit for
‘tweens and early teens, and others that may work for
younger kids somewhere below 10.

the best places north Texas has to offer. And then there
have been times I have included quizzes or things to
draw, designed to be a little more activity-oriented, fun,
and educational. Which ones work best? Which ones fall
flat? Only you can tell me!

Can you take a moment to give some feedback? One way
I’m “flying blind” as to what age kids are reading The
would be to click the link below to send me an email, and
Treefrog Times, or whether some adults find it useful and another would be to post something at the Lives In Nainteresting. I would like very much to tailor the content
ture Facebook page. Either way, I can guarantee you that
better, for whichever age group is reading it. It would also I will read what you say with great interest. What happens
really help to know what people want to see. I’ve included next with The Treefrog Times is in your hands.
some natural history information, especially in the “Meet
Email: LivesInNature@outlook.com
Your Neighbors” pieces that profile such things as the
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/livesnature
Leopard Frog, the Northern Cardinal, or this time the
Plains Hog-nosed Snake. I have also included, at times, a
Thank you!
profile of great places to go, thinking that this might help
families who want to spend some nature time in some of

Coming in September!
This book was originally scheduled
for release in May, 2020, but was
delayed by the pandemic. It now
has a release date of September 2,
2020.
(Texas A&M University Press, 2020)

Greater Roadrunner, seen at Southwest Nature Preserve

Michael Smith is a naturalist who has lived most of his life in North Texas. He has given talks on herpetology, led
nature walks, and served as an officer in herpetological societies. He has written for Texas Parks & Wildlife Magazine, co-authored the book Herping Texas, and has a second book expected in 2020. He also works with children
and young people as a licensed Psychological Associate. He blogs at www.livesinnature.com and is on Facebook
(@LivesNature). He can be reached at livesinnature@outlook.com.

